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Abstract—Honeypots are a well-studied defensive measure
in network security. This work proposes an effective low-cost
honeypot that is easy to deploy and maintain. The honeypot
introduced in this work is able to handle commands in a nonstandard way by blocking them or replying with an insult to
the attacker. To determine the most efficient defense strategy,
the interaction between attacker and defender is modeled as
a Bayesian two-player game. For the empirical analysis, three
honeypot instances were deployed, each with a slight variation in its configuration. In total, over 200 distinct sessions
were captured, which allows for qualitative evaluation of postexploitation behavior. The findings show that attackers react to
insults and blocked commands in different ways, ranging from
ignoring to sending insults themselves. The main contribution of
this work lies in the proposed framework, which offers a lowcost alternative to more technically sophisticated and resourceintensive approaches.
Index Terms—Information Security, Network Security, Game
Theory, Deception, Honeypot

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recent years have shown an increase in the quantity and
severity of cyberattacks [1]. Although security concerns should
therefore be addressed in every enterprise, the costs of doing
so often seem too high, especially for small and mid-sized
companies. This work proposes a security measure based on
deception technology and game theory, which is inexpensive
to implement, launch and maintain.
A. Honeypots
Honeypots are security resources which are unique in that
they are specifically deployed so that malicious actors can
interact with them, their sole goal is to be attacked [2], which
offers the advantage that all traffic observed on them can
be regarded as malicious which greatly facilitates analysis
[3]. Honeypots are used for mainly two reasons: Gathering
information about Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs)
of attackers (research), as well as luring attackers into spending time and resources on no-reward systems (production).
Furthermore, honeypots can be classified according to their
interaction level, i.e., whether they are only simulations of a
system and only respond to a limited number of predefined
commands (low interaction), or real operating systems which
therefore support all the functions of a usual system (high
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interaction). Low Interaction Honeypots (LIHPs) are a lot
cheaper to develop, deploy and maintain, but High Interaction
Honeypots (HIHPs) are considered to provide much more
detailed information on attacks. Mid Interaction Honeypots
(MIHPs) combine aspects of both LIHPs and HIHPs [4]. A
more general and in-depth overview of honeypot technology
is given by [5] and [6].
B. Game Theory
Game theory provides researches of many different backgrounds with the necessary tools to explore the process of
decision-making [7]. Researchers of economics, sociology and
political sciences all have been known to use game theory for
a long time, and in recent years researchers of information
security have come to employ the concepts to their own field
as well [8]. A very early example of how game theory can
be applied to the domain of deception was given by [9].
More recently, [10] has developed increasingly complex gametheoretic models to help with the evaluation of a system’s
security. To assess the efficiency of defensive measures, [11]
combined defense trees and strategic game models, computing
rewards based on economic indices. [12] applied extensive
games toward a whole network of deceptive systems (honeynet). The addition of learning and self-adapting honeypot
systems was incorporated into the game-theoretic literature
by [13] and [14]. Since honeypots have been considered as
a defensive measure for networks consisting of Internet of
Things (IoT) devices, [15] developed a Bayesian game model,
in which both attacker and defender can behave deceptively.
In this work, an original model is presented, thus adding to the
literature at the intersection of game theory and information
security. This introduces the second main research interest:
The empirical evaluation of an original game theoretic model,
which is explained in Section II.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In order
to demonstrate the application of game theory to network
security, an original game theoretic model is established in
Section II. Based on this model, an experiment is designed
and carried out, which is described in Section III. The results
of the experiment are discussed in Section IV, and the work
is concluded in Section V.
II. D ECEPTION G AME
In this section, a strategic situation between an attacker
and a defender modeled with the help of game theory. Sub-

section II-A identifies the elements of the game. In Subsection II-B, rewards for each player are assigned, and finally the
game is solved by computing the Nash equilibrium in Subsection II-C. The actions which are available to the defender are
informed by the work of [16], who configured four different
actions: Allowing commands is the standard HIHP behavior,
and also what is expected of a production system. Blocking
commands and returning an error, or else substituting the
server response for corrupted content, could lead to attackers
trying out alternative commands, thus enhancing interaction
count and attack duration. Lastly, insulting an attacker could
provoke her to reply with insults, possibly revealing more
information about herself, and additionally serve as a sort of
reverse Turing test.
A. Game Elements
The situation in which an attacker is confronted with a
system that could be either a honeypot or a production system
can be modeled as sequential Bayesian game, and shall be
formalized as a tuple (N, Ω, A, p, P, γ), where N = {ni : i ∈
{1, 2}} is the set of players such that player 1 is the attacker
and player 2 is the defender. Ω = {ωi : i ∈ {1, 2}} is the
state set, with ω1 describing a deceptive defender and ω2 a
non-deceptive defender. The selection of the defender’s type
is modeled as a move by nature. AA = {aA,i : i ∈ {1, 2}}
is the action set for player 1 with aA,1 = ”attack” and
aA,2 = ”resign”. AD = {aD,i : i ∈ [1, 3]} is the action
set of player 2, with aD,1 = ”allow”, aD,2 = ”block”, and
aD,3 = ”insult”. However, action aD,3 is only available in
1
state ω1 , thus the action set AD is differentiated into Aω
D
ω2
and AD . In Bayesian games, it is not uncommon to establish
a set T which contains the signals that one or more player
might send, often before the first action, in order to convince
her opponent that she is of a certain type rather than the
other. However in this case, the notion of observable actions
is more conducive to a comprehensive description. It suggests
that while one player may not be able to directly observe
the other player’s type, she can observe the other player’s
actions and form a belief about their type [17]. Note that
ω2
1
the attacker does not know that Aω
D and AD have different
actions available, i.e. she cannot with certainty infer ω1 from
observing aD,3 . In the deception game presented here, player
1 initially assigns both states (separated by the defender’s
type) a certain probability based on a prior belief denoted
9
1
and p(ω2 ) = 10
, meaning that the attacker
by p(ω1 ) = 10
estimates the probability of being confronted with a deceptive
defender to be 10%. During the game, the attacker’s actiondetermined belief P is continuously updated as shown in
Equation (1).
P (ωi | ai ) =

P (ai | ωi ) · P (ωi )
P (ai )

(1)

The reward function is given by γ : N × Ω × A → Z.
B. Rewards
In order to solve the model, each player’s payoffs have to
be determined. While a number of papers have used external

factors to calculate payoffs [11], this is not a feasible approach
here. Instead, the concept of subjective expected utility is
used to arrive at the final rewards. The rewards discussed in
this paragraph are formally described by the utility functions
Equation (2), Equation (4) and Equation (3). For an attacker,
every attack is associated with some cost C due to time and
resources that have to be spent. This cost can be evaded
by choosing to resign, but that ends the game and rules
out any possible gains made possible by a successful attack.
When faced with a non-deceptive defender, a successful attack
provides the attacker with potentially valuable information or
access V, as well as emotional satisfaction W for reaching
the goal and ”winning” against the defender. In case of a
deceptive defender, no material reward can be gained, and
because this goal cannot be reached, the associated emotional
satisfaction cannot be experienced. However, some satisfaction
S may be derived from following intrinsic motivators such
as a drive to explore systems, observe curious behavior or
the enjoyment of the direct competition with an opponent.
Additional reward stems from a more indirect competition
for prestige P with other hackers. Attackers’ motivations and
interests can differ drastically from one another, which is
why a sound attacker model should be established in real-life
security endeavors [18]. Additionally, costs associated with
launching an attack depend on both material and immaterial
factors such as monetary cost for equipment, level of expertise
and risk-aversion, which are nonuniform for different attackers
[19].
SEUA = p(V )·V +p(W )·W +p(S)·S+p(P )·P −p(C)·C (2)
A deceptive defender has a vested interest in being attacked
and therefore aims to engage the attacker in order to gain
as much insight I into attacker behavior as possible. Cost
C arises through implausible behavior, which might deter
potential attackers and thus minimize the chance to observe
attack behavior. Note that in this case, cost is not fixed but
weighted. This cost is partially offset by a utility E, which
rewards the defender for actions which create an environment
that satisfies the attacker’s intrinsic rewards S, since those are
fit to keep the attacker engaged.
1
SEUω
D = p(I) · I − (p(C) · C − p(E) · E)

(3)

For a non-deceptive defender, the rewards are rather simple.
Every security breach carries great cost C, which is why
malicious activity always has to be blocked as soon and as
thoroughly as possible. Although the argument could be made
that non-deceptive defenders might also gain potentially useful
insight into attack patterns by allowing malicious traffic, this
gain is minuscule when compared to the dangers of allowing
a threat actor any kind of access to sensitive systems.
2
SEUω
D = −p(C) · C

(4)

C. Equilibrium
After the outcome values have been assigned by constructing SEU functions, the game still has to be solved
i.e. the equilibrium has to be determined, for which integer

Resign

Attack

Insult Block Allow

(SEUA = p(V ) · V + p(W ) · W + p(S) · S + p(P ) · P − p(C) · C),
ω
(SEU 1 = p(I) · I − p(C) · C)
D

(SEUA = p(V ) · V + p(W ) · W + p(S) · S + p(P ) · P − p(C) · C),
ω
(SEU 1 = p(I) · I − p(C) · C)
D

(SEUA = p(V ) · V + p(W ) · W + p(S) · S + p(P ) · P − p(C) · C),

ω
(SEU 1 = −p(C) · C)
D

(SEUA = p(V ) · V + p(W ) · W + p(S) · S + p(P ) · P − p(C) · C),

Block Allow

(SEUA = p(V ) · V + p(W ) · W + p(S) · S + p(P ) · P − p(C) · C),
ω
(SEU 2 = −(p(C) · C − p(E) · E))
D

B. Implementation
Over the course of the experiment, three different honeypots were launched, all of whom are based on Cowrie
[24] which is a MIHP written in Python. The default way

Attack

(SEUA = p(V ) · V + p(W ) · W + p(S) · S + p(P ) · P − p(C) · C),
ω
(SEU 2 = −(p(C) · C − p(E) · E))
D

A. Purpose
The purpose of the original field experiment described in
this section is twofold. Firstly, this experiment is designed
to provide empirical data to test how well the model established in Section II is applicable to real-life scenarios.
This is done in accordance with an interpretation of game
theory not as science of how games should optimally be
played by ideal players with unlimited cognitive resources,
but as tool to further the understanding of how actual people
behave in certain situations. Secondly, the experiment is also
intended to compare the performance of different honeypot
configurations. As mentioned in Subsection I-A, there is a vast
range concerning honeypots when it comes to complexity and
sophistication. The honeypot based on the model established in
Section II is compared to an almost identical honeypot, varying
only in one aspect of the configuration: The probabilities
for each action are derived from the results of [16], who
used sophisticated technical solutions to optimize honeypot
performance. The comparison is made based upon the number
of an attacker’s interactions with the honeypot, as well as the
duration of an attack. One main innovation in the work of
[16] was the introduction of insults into honeypot systems.
The reasoning was that human attackers might be engaged by
verbal attacks, and in their response reveal more information
about themselves that might be useful for forensic analysis. In
their empirical test, [16] were able to show that this approach
can be fruitful. This work is trying to replicate those findings
in a different setting.

Resign

Deceptive

ω
(SEU 1 = p(I) · I − p(C) · C)
D
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Non-deceptive

(SEUA = p(V ) · V + p(W ) · W + p(S) · S + p(P ) · P − p(C) · C),
ω
(SEU 2 = −(p(C) · C − p(E) · E))
D

values are approximated for each variable in the respective
SEU functions, thus resulting in easily comparable numerical
values. First, nodes are eliminated iteratively by checking for
ω2
2
domination. This reveals that (aω
A,1 , aD,2 ) is strictly dominated
at the first iteration. At the second iteration, aA2 is strictly
dominated in both ω1 and ω2 . Second, the equilibrium is
calculated by making use of the algorithm developed by [20],
which is based on the work of [21] who leverage quantal
response equilibria. For games in normal form rather than
extensive form, an algorithm was proposed by [22]. The
algorithm is used via its implementation in Gambit [23]. This
results in exactly one Nash equilibrium where the attacker has
a pure strategy of choosing aA,1 to attack, while the defender
has a mixed strategy in which all three actions are played
with a probability of 13 in ω1 . In ω2 , the defender always
chooses aD,2 . The resulting game tree is depicted in Figure 1,
where the moves by nature are gray, the attacker’s moves are
red and the defender’s moves are colored green. The terminal
nodes are black. To symbolize the attacker’s uncertainty about
the defender’s type, the information sets are connected by a
dashed line.

Fig. 1: Game tree, style conventions as seen in [17]

this honeypot handles command line input is to check the
input against a list of commands, which emulate common bash commands, and execute the respective function in case of a successful check. The first honeypot,
named Gamepot behaves as concluded in Section II, meaning that it chooses each action (”allow”, ”block”, ”insult”)
with a respective probability of 33%. This probabilistic
behavior has been achieved by modifying the module in
cowrie-dev/src/cowrie/shell/honeypot.py via
the random.choice() method. Both added functions handle command line input by circumventing the default check

and replying with either an error message taken from the
list output by errno --list, or an insult taken from the
list used by sudo when the insult function is activated.
Modifications were made in the same module to properly
reflect this behavior in the log files automatically created
by Cowrie. The second honeypot was configured in such a
way that the probabilities for each action reflect the values
presented in [16] as the result of an adaptive process based on
machine learning. As a tribute to their work, this honeypot
is called Heliza, since it essentially tries to emulate their
configuration as a MIHP. The third and last honeypot served
as a control instance, allowing all possible commands, and is
hence named Control.
C. Setup
Apart from the differences described in Subsection III-B,
all three honeypots were set up identically to control as
many variables as possible. Two users were created, each
with his own home directory. Both home directories had
directories ”work” and ”private”, which were populated with
non-sensitive directories and files. This was done to provide a
plausible file structure for attackers to explore, which awards
two benefits: First, research has shown that human attackers
spend more time on systems with greater file system depth
[25], which is one of the core interests of honeypot operations.
Second, a seemingly authentic file system may help to ease
an attacker’s suspicion of interacting with a honeypot. All
three honeypots have been hosted by Amazon Web Services
(AWS), which comes with several advantages. First, even
though it is highly unlikely that an attacker could use the
environment provided by Cowrie to do any actual harm, it
is always preferable to host research honeypots outside of
one’s own network for security reasons. Second, AWS offers
virtual server instances in many locations, including the US,
which has been shown to be more popular with attackers than
other regions. Additionally, servers hosted by AWS tend to
attract high numbers of attackers in a short amount of time
[26]. Both Heliza and Control went online on October 5th,
2018. At this point, Gamepot was had not received its final
configuration yet, which is why it had to be launched later,
on December 21st, 2018. Possible issues regarding the unequal
uptime of the three instances are discussed in Section IV. After
bringing a new instance online, it only takes mere minutes
until the first attack. However, those are usually automated
attacks, often as part of botnet operations, which pose a
massive threat to network security [27], [28]. Since this work is
interested in the non-automated behavior of human attackers,
measures had to be taken to discourage attacks by bots and
simultaneously invite attacks by humans. To mitigate brute
force attacks, strong passwords were chosen for the required
login credentials. Additionally, Fail2Ban [29] was employed
to blacklist IP addresses after a certain number of failed
login attempts inside a specified time frame. To attract human
attackers, rather than just keeping bots out, the correct login
credentials were automated to be leaked on paste sites, since

this approach has been shown to be of low cost, yet effective
[30].
D. Data
The gathered data, which has a volume of over three
gigabytes in its raw format, consists of log files detailing every
interaction with the honeypot, which are automatically created
by Cowrie and stored in a newline-delimited JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) format. Each JSON object inside a log file
contains a unique session ID with which attack sessions can
be distinguished, along with identifying data like IP addresses
and timestamps.
E. Methods
The raw data has been parsed using Python. Calculation as
visualization of descriptive statistics has been done in R, a
programming language for statistical computation.
F. Quantitative Results
One of the key interests of the experiment was to show if the
configuration described in Subsection III-B is more effective
in engaging attackers compared to other configurations. As
measurement, both attack duration (time spent on the honeypot
by each attacker) and interaction quantity (number of commands issued by the attacker during a session) are evaluated
in this section. A brief summary statistic of the attack duration
varying between the three different configurations is presented
in Table I. It shows that the Gamepot instance, based on 14
observations, has a lower average attack duration in comparison the both the Heliza instance, with 67 observations, and
the Control group with 149 observations. The instance with
the highest average attack duration is Control, with Heliza
and Control having an almost identical interquartile range.
This result is unexpected, since it not only does not show any
advantage of Gamepot over Heliza, it also shows no advantage
of either of them over the control group. This contradiction
is further discussed in Section IV. All three instances show
a maximum duration of around 900 seconds, due to Cowrie
setting a nonrigid cap at this mark.
TABLE I: Attack duration in seconds, inter-instance comparison
Instance

N

Min.

1st Qu.

Median

Mean

3rd Qu.

Max

Gamepot
Heliza
Control

14
67
149

5.314
10.07
3.582

80.093
67.44
66.912

118.787
170.47
234.876

329.870
419.69
422.611

591.122
898.93
898.740

902.315
942.60
933.530

To compare the different configurations with regard to how
much attackers interacted with each honeypot, attack sessions
on each instance have been grouped in inter-instantially uniform bins based on observed clustering. The first bin consists
of those sessions where attackers successfully logged in, but
did not issue any commands. The last bin has a vast range,
from 350 to 700 commands, to catch outliers on the top end.
Table II presents a metric overview of attack durations,
which includes both total and percentage values. In combination, it becomes apparent that on the Gamepot instance, a

lot less attackers logged in without following up with any
commands, relatively. However, due to the very small number
of observations, this can be only the most timid of hints
toward a generalizable tendency. The fact that the cluster with
zero commands is so strongly represented conflicts with the
expectations of the game theoretic model in Subsection II-C,
which is discussed in Section IV. One other difference worth
mentioning is that the control group is relatively lacking in the
high clusters, which might point to this configuration being a
less immersive environment.
In sum, the experiment presented here was not able to
perform as expected. Possible reasons and conceivable countermeasures for this result are discussed in Section IV.
G. Qualitative Results
Exploiting the handy number of attack sessions, a qualitative
analysis into attack patterns and behavior can be done. What
follows is a more in-depth view of a particularly interesting
set of attack sessions, originating from the same IP address
and using the same client-side user agent, was observed on
the helzia honeypot. This set consists of nine individually
captured sessions. Although this is not definite proof, it’s likely
that the person on the attacker-side of these sessions is the
same. However, some observations vary vastly between the
sessions. In the first sessions, the trespasser tried to install a
cryptomining software called luk miner from dropbox, trying
out several different versions. As the attacker tried to start
the software, the intended mining pool (pool.simpleco.in) as
well as username (utkarshkg.20762) and password (x) could
be obtained by the authors. The session was immediately
ended after the attacker noticed that the downloaded software
is unable to run on the system. Interestingly in this set, the
response to blocked actions as well as to insults is always to
just repeat the command. This suggests that the information
obtained by the additional commands are not useful from a
defenders perspective, even though common metrics such as
number of issued commands or duration of session would
indicate a higher information gain. In rare cases, attackers
reacted to insults or blocks by simply hitting the return key
multiple times, without entering anything into the command
line. While this kind of behavior is more typically identified as
bot activity, the high number of occurrences of typos suggest
that the honeypots interacted with a human being. The second
session of this individual equals the first, except that instead of
dropbox, the official luk miner sources (www.lukminer.net) are
used to download the software. After the second session the
behavior changes drastically, several attempts to compromise
the root account via sudo and the sudoers file were observed
followed by several attempts to update the system. After these
attempts being unsuccessful, the attacker changed to destructive behavior, trying to destroy the system by issuing rm -rf
/, which would render a system unusable in case sufficient
privileges were available. Directly after those attempts were
deemed unsuccessful as well, the attacker tried to install
different desktop environments (xfce) and server-side software
to forward those (xrdp and vnc). From there, the attacker

appears to suspect the network configuration to be responsible
for the suspicious behavior. First, firewall software (ufw) and
later communication software (firefox, chrome and ssh) were
tried to be installed. In one observed session, the attacker
tried to fortify the honeypot by deploying firewall software
and issuing the commands to block any incoming request
except for ssh access, which is the protocol the attacker used to
communicate with the system. However, the described issue
with the actual information gain from additional commands
remains unchanged in all observed sessions from this source.
For the purpose of gaining insight into the attacker’s tactics
and tools, the honeypot’s capability to save all downloaded
content in a directory removed from the attacker’s reach,
enabled in the default configuration of Cowrie, appeared to
be more effective than the insult and block functionalities
implemented by the authors, as attackers tended to download
software from an additional source or try another exploitation
method if the first failed, while blocking and insulting merely
resulted in a repetition of the previous command in most cases.
In fact, in no observed session an actual information gain could
archived by blocking or insulting, i.e. even in cases where
attackers did not repeat the rejected command but rather tried
a different command, no additional repositories or addresses
were revealed. However, taking into account that wasting an
attacker’s time and resources is also a common objective for
honeypot operations, the added functionalities have shown
some success.
IV. D ISCUSSION
There are several issues and limitations regarding this work
which have to be discussed. One issue is that of the unequal
length of observation phases for the three honeypots, which
naturally results in unequal numbers of observed sessions,
making a direct comparison between the instances rather difficult, from a quantitative perspective. In a similar manner, the
fact that the Gamepot honeypot has such a small observation
count results in huge error margins that do not allow for proper
statistical analysis. A second issue lies in the sizable number
of attackers who managed to log in, but did not follow up
with any commands. This is inconsistent with what would be
expected of an attacker in light of the game theoretic model
established in Section II. A possible reason for this might be
that the model underestimates the attacker’s prior belief to be
confronted with a deceptive defender, although in this case it
is unclear why an attacker would even try to log in. Another
possibility is that many attackers in this sample are driven
by a non-malicious curiosity, that was satisfied upon realizing
that the leaked credentials actually do work. The potentially
biggest concern is that of the observed attack duration. While
a result showing that the Heliza instance has a higher average
attack duration than the Gamepot instance would simply point
towards a superior performance of the former, the fact that
the Control instance has the highest average attack duration is
perplexing. Naturally, this observation might be caused simply
by the extremely narrow number of cases. However, if this
result were to be replicated in larger experiments, it would

TABLE II: Interaction in number of commands
Instance
Gamepot
Heliza
Control

total
%
total
%
total
%

[0,1]

(1,15]

(15,35]

(35,50]

(50,100]

(100,200]

(200,350]

(350,700]

1
7.14
15
22.39
50
33,56

4
28.57
15
22.39
28
18.79

3
21.43
10
14.93
18
12.08

1
7.14
5
7.46
19
12.7

3
21.43
6
8.96
21
14.09

0
0.00
5
7.46
10
6.71

2
14.29
9
13.43
3
2.01

0
0.00
2
2.99
0
0.00

point to a conceptional failure of such non-standard behaviors
in honeypot configurations.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this work, an original game theoretic model was developed, modeling the confrontation of an attacker with a system,
where the attacker is unsure if the system is a honeypot or a
production system. From this mode, the configuration of a
medium interaction honeypot was inferred and implemented.
The main idea was to test a specific approach, i.e. enabling a
honeypot to block an attacker’s command and returning either
an error message or an insult. To evaluate the effectiveness
of this approach, an empirical study was performed, with
two honeypots showing different variations of the feature and
one remaining in default configuration, serving as control
group. Although the presented experiment could not provide
clean results, the general approach might still serve as a
starting point for further research in this exciting intersection
of academic research. Future endeavors in this direction should
run for an enlarged period of time, as to achieve a higher
number of observable attack sessions.
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